
Empowering all people to communicate with their world!

Inspire XL 

Powered by Grid 3 Software
The Inspire XL is a medical device that allows users with 
severe speech impairments to communicate through 
technology! The Inspire XL is our largest speech generating 
device offering a screen size of 14" for easier visibility of the 
Grid 3 communication software.  

Durable
The Inspire XL is extremely durable and is the toughest 
dedicated speech generating device on the market!  The 
Inspire XL is built with military grade components and meets 
MIL-STD-810G standards and can be operated in any 
conditions. It's unique hot-swappable dual battery design 
also allows for uninterrupted battery life. 

Multiple Control Methods
The Inspire XL can be accessed via multiple methods of input 
including: direct touch, assistive touch, single switch, multiple 
switches, head mouse, and eye gaze!  

Mounting Made Easy
Due to the Inspire XL size it will be mounted and it is 
compatible to any mount that accepts VESA (almost 
limitless) allowing it to be attached to any wheelchair, table, 
or bed.
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Backed by a standard 3 year, best-in-the-industry, device warranty*, you can rest 
assured that the Inspire XL will be there for the long haul! 

Specifications
What’s Included Amplified, wireless, speaker (wearable), Soft carrying case with shoulder strap, 65W 

Universal power adapter, hot swappable battery, Custom lanyard, Printed Owner’s manual

Synthesized Speech Multiple voices for children and adults
English and Spanish

Dimensions 14.58" x 9.76" x 1.279” 
Weight: 5.07 lbs

Speakers Internal + amplified wireless

Wireless Speaker 90db @ 2 ft
Dual driver technology

Access Methods Touch (keyguards available), Assisted Touch, Switch (single and multiple), Head Mouse, 
and Eye Gaze Auditory feedback available

Battery Run Time Device: up to 10 hours
Wireless speaker: up to 6 hours

Cameras Front: HD webcam x1
Rear: 8MP auto focus

Screen 14”
1366 x 768

System Intel processor with Windows operating system

Hard Drive 128GB Solid State Drive

Memory 4 GB DDR4

Suggested HCPCS E2510

*Some exclusions apply.  Please visit www.rmspeech.com for full details.
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The devices have Grid 3 software pictured. Grid 3 is a registered trademark of Smartbox Assistive Technology.
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